Coadjute and Osprey Integration
Coadjute is the world’s first, real-time network for the property market.
Coadjute securely connects all parties in a property transaction to
enable real-time information sharing and true interoperability.
Coadjute is not a new portal or platform, it brings new functionality to
the software you use today. Seamlessly integrated, it enables
conveyancers, estate agents, mortgage brokers and lenders to see realtime progress updates, send messages and documents, share digital
identities, and much more.
Coadjute is at the heart of the digitisation of the UK housing market,
helping to create a future where property transactions are truly
collaborative.
Find out more

Coadjute improves transparency
The current property transaction process can be opaque
and confusing - no party can see the whole picture.
Parties connected to Coadjute receive milestone updates
throughout the process, prompting activity and improving
conversion and speed to completion.

Spend less time on
the phone

No additional
portal required

Access a single
source of truth

Reduce the cost of case
progression and spend less time
being called or emailed across
multiple transactions for an
update. The information you need
is accessible at your fingertips, at
any time of day

Getting started with Coadjute is
easy. There are no additional
platforms to download or
information to migrate. Once
Coadjute is enabled, you can view
transaction updates directly
through your existing software.

All data shared on the network is
synchronised in real-time. This
enables all parties to share
progress updates, property
information, digital identities and
even payments in one place.

Introducing Coadjute
Watch our 90-second video to discover
how Coadjute is connecting the market
through our secure blockchain network.

Click here to see the 'Introducing Coadjute' video
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